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EMF 450

Produces up to 552 Ibs. (251 Kgs.)* of ice per day.

. Stainless steel exterior.

. Precision built evaporator features a durable freezing cylinder

constructed of brass. The copper refrigerant tubing is
"wrapped," then soldered around the outside of the freezing
cylinder to create an efficient ice-making zone within the
cylinder. The entire evaporator is encased with a foamed-in-
place polyurethane insulation. The one-piece, heavy duty
stainless steel auger moves ice upward through the cylinder
and excess water is removed as the ice is pushed through the
extruder, providing large, hard, dry flakes of ice.

. Works on all industry dispensers and bins.

. Simple and rugged belt drive system, unique to Ice-O-Matic, is

much more tolerant of a wide variety of operating conditions
as compared to direct drive type flakers.

. Environmentally responsible. EMF Series machines use

R-404A, an approved, non-ozone depleting refrigerant.

~

EMF450 Flake Ice Maker
shown on model B-55 Bin

. Available with an air- or water-cooled condenser.

'Tested at 70. Air/50. Water
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EMF Flake450 Series lce Maker Modular-

4.50" (114mm)
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Ambient Temp. Range
Air & Water 50° - 110°F (10° - 43°C)

Water Temp. Range 40° - 100°F (4.5° - 38°C)

Water Pressure Ice Maker Min. 20 psi (1.4 bar)
Water in Max. 60 psi (6.9 bar)

Condenser Inlet Water Min. 20 psi (1.4 bar)
(Water cooled only) Max. 60 psi (6.9 bar)
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Water
Cooled

All specifications and performance data are subject to normal manufacturing variances.
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See Bin s ecification sheet for information on ice stora e bins

Please note: air-cooled units require 6" (152 mm) clearance for air intake and exhaust.

reserve the right to make changes in design and
construction at any time without obligation.

°Miie High Equipment Company
EMF450-0600

lce-O-Matic/Mile High 11100 E. 45th Avenue, Denver, CO 80239
Tel. 303 371-3737 Fax. 303 371-6296 www.iceomatic.com
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